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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS TO LARGE 
ANGLES OF ATTACK OF A CRUCIFO~1 ~llSSILE 
CONFIGURATION AT A MACH NUMBER OF 2 
By J . Richard Spahr 
SUMMARY 
The lift) pitching-moment) and drag characteristics of a missile 
configuration having a body of fineness ratio 9.33 and a cruciform tri -
angular wing and tail of aspect ratio 4 were measured at a Mach number 
of 1.99 and a Reynolds number of 6 . 0 mill ion) based on the body length. 
The tests were performed through an angl e - of- attack range of - 50 to 280 
to investigate the effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of roll 
angle) wing- tail interdigitation) wing deflection) and interference among 
the components (body) wing) and tail) . Theoretical lift and moment 
characteristics of the configuration and its components were calculated 
by the use of existing theoretical methods which have been modified for 
application to high angles of attack) and these characteristics are com-
pared with experiment . 
The lift and drag characteristics of all combinations of the body, 
wing, and tail were independent of roll angle throughout the angle - of-
attack range . The pitching-moment characteristics of the body-wing and 
body-wing- tail combinations, howevey) were influenced significantly by 
the roll angle at large angles of attack (greater than 100 ) . A roll from 
00 (one pair of wing panels horizontal) to 450 caused a forward shift i n 
the enter of pressure which was of the same magnitude for both of these 
combinations, indicating that this shift originated from body-wing inter -
ference effects . 
A favorable lift - interference effect (lift of the combination greater 
than the sum of the lifts of the components) and a rearward shift in the 
center of pressure from a position corresponding to that for the compo-
nents occurred at small angles of attack when the body was combined with 
either the exposed wing or tail surfaces . These lift and center~of­
pressure interference effects were gradually reduced to zero as the angle 
of attack was increased to large values. The effect of wing- tail inter-
ference) which influenced primarily the pitching-moment characteristics, 
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is dependent on the distance between the wing t r ailing vortex wake and 
t he tail surfaces and thus was a funct i on of angl e of atta ck , angl e of 
roll ) and wing- tai l inter digitat i on . Al though the confi gurati on a t zero 
roll with the wing and tail i n line exhi bited the l east center - of-pressur e 
travel ) the confi gurati on wi th the wi ng and tail i nt er di gi tated had the 
least change in wi ng- tail inter fe r ence over the angl e - of-attack range . 
The lift effect i veness of the variabl e - inc idence wi ng was reduced 
by more than 70 percent as a resul t of an i ncrease i n t he' comb i ned angl e 
of attack and wi ng inci dence f r om 00 to 400 • The wi ng- t ail interfer ence 
(effective downwash at the tail) due to wi ng defl ection was near l y zer o 
as a r esul t of a r egi on of negati ve vor t icity shed from t he inboard 
portion of the wing . 
The lift char a cteri sti cs of the confi gurat ion and i ts components 
were sati sfactori l y pr edicted by the calcul ated r esults ) but the pitch -
ing moments at lar ge angl es of attack were not because of the infl uence 
of factors for which no adequate t heory is availab l e) such as the var i -
a t ion of the crossfl ow drag coefficient along the body and the effect of 
the wing downwash field on the after body l oadi ng . 
I NTRODUCTION 
The target ~pursuit maneuver s or programmed trajectory of guided 
mi ssiles frequentl y require fl i ght at large angles of attack (of the 
order of 300 )) particularl y at hi gh altitudes . Li mi ted experimental 
information at supersoni c speeds i ndicat es that the aerod~lamic character -
istics of mi ssil e configur ations at such angl es can be significantl y 
different from those at small angles and that existi ng theoret i cal methods 
(based on smal l angl e - of -attack cons i der at i ons ) can be i nadequat e for the 
predi ction of these character istics . These methods have been shown in 
r eferences 1 and 2 to predict satisfactorily the l ift and pitch i ng-
moment characteristics of a wide var iety of body-wi ng- tail combinat i ons 
at small and moder ate angles of attack (00 to 200 ), despi te the negl ect 
of the following hi gh angle - of-attack effects : 
1. Reduction in l ift- curve slope of t he wi ng with i ncrea s ing angl e 
of attack (ref . 3), an effect a ccounted for in the method of r efer ence 2 
by use of the experi mental l ift curve of the wing instead of l inear theory 
a s a bas i s for the calculations . 
2 . Effect of vis cous cr ossfl ow ,on the wing and body l oadi ng (refs . 
4 to 6) . 
3. Change in the wing spanwise load distri buti on (refs . 7 and 8) 
and in t he character of the trail ing vortex wake (ref . 9 ) wi th i ncreasing 
angl e of attack . 
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4. The destabilizing effect of roll on a cruciform wing- body com-
bination at l arge angl es of attack (ref. 10) . 
In order to obtain informat ion on the i mpor tance of these hi gh 
angle - of-attack effects ) a wind- tunnel investigation was performed of 
t he longitudi nal characteristics of a representative supersonic missile 
configuration and various combinations of i ts components . The purpose 
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of the investigati on was to isolate the factors contributing to the lift) 
stability) and control characteristics of the complete configuration 
through a comparison of the experimental results with theoretical resul ts 
for which as many as poss i bl e of the high angl e - of- attack effects are 
taken into account . This investigation is part of a coordinated experi -
mental and theoretica l research program to study the aerodynamic charac -
teristics of wi ngs) bodies, and combinations at hi gh angles of attack and 
to develop methods for predicting these characteristics . The completed 
portions of this research progr am are reported in references 4, 5) 6, 8 ) 
9) 11, and 12 . 
NOTATION 
Primary Symbols 
All forces and moments a r e referred to the system of axes shown i n 
figure 1. 
D drag coefficient) qS 
rise in drag coefficient above minimum, CD - CDmi n 
minimum drag coefficient 
L lift coefficient, qS 
change in lift coeffici ent due to wi ng defl ection ) 5 
em pitching-moment coefficient about the 0 . 52 point) 
pitching moment (S f " 2()) qS 2 ,ee 1 9 . a . 
bOrn change in pi tching-moment coefficient due to wing deflection) 5 
c local wing chord ) in . 
D total drag - base drag ) lb 
L lift , lb 
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2 body l ength ) in . (See fig . 2(a) . ) 
q free - stream dynamic pressure) Ib /s q i n . 
s wing semispan) in . 
S body frontal area ) sq in . 
body axis system i n which the x - z 
(unrolled) as the model is rolled 
plane r emains vertical 
(See fig . 1.) 
Xl longi t udinal axis with origi n at body apex (x + 0.52) 
x longitudinal di stance from moment r eference point (0.52 ) to 
p i tching moment . cente~ of pressure) ln normal force ) • 
Yv l a t eral position of wing vortex ) in . 
CL angl e of attack of body ) deg (See fig . 1. ) 
5 wing deflection about hinge line, positive when l eading edge 
up ) deg (See fig . 2(a) . ) 
angl e of roll in the y - z pl ane ) deg ( See fig . 1 . ) 
Subscripts 
B body 
BT body- t a il c omb inat i on 
BW body- wi ng combinati on 
BWT body - wing - tail combination 
opt condition of maxi mum lift - drag ratio 
T exposed tail surfaces 
W exposed wi ng surfaces 
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APPARATUS 
Wind Tunnel and Instrumentation 
The Ames 1- by 3- foot supersonic wind tunnel No . 1) in which the 
investigation was conducted) is a closed- circuit continuous-operation 
wind tunnel having independently variable Mach number and Reynolds number . 
The forces and moments on the model were measured by means of a 
three-component strain- gage balance which is illustrated in figure 3. 
The balance is mounted on a quadrant - type support having its center of 
rotation coincident with the center of the test section) thereby pro-
viding an angle-of-attack range of about 360 with a minimum translation 
of the model in the test section . The model vortex wake was observed by 
means of the vapor-screen flow- visualization apparatus which is described 
in reference 9. 
Models and Supports 
The model tested in the investigation consisted of a cruciform 
wing-body-tail combination) the dimensional characteristics of which are 
presented in figure 2(a) and table I . The wing and tail panels were 
removable to permit testing the model as a body) body-wing combination) 
body-tail combination) or body-wing- tail combination . The horizontal 
wing panels were provided with variable incidence of ±16°) designated 
wing deflection 0 throughout the report . The tail panels could be 
rotated about the body axis from a position in line with the wing panels 
to one interdigitated 450 and the body could be rotated 22-1/20 ) 450 ) or 
900 about its axis . The two horizontal wing panels) having variable 
incidence) incorporated a small gap at the body juncture . All models 
were constructed of steel. 
The model was supported from the rear by a shrouded sting (fig. 2(b)) 
having its axis inclined in the vertical plane 70 to the balance axis for 
the purpose of increasing the maximum positive angle - of-attack setting 
from 180 to 250 . 
A planar wing having the same plan form and airfoil section as the 
wing and tail panels on the body-wing- tail combination was provided to 
obtain wing alone and tail alone characteristics . This model was sup-
ported from the rear by a thin triangular vertical- fin type of support 
designed to minimize the effect on the wing aerodynamic forces. 
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TESTS AND RESULTS 
All of the tests of the i nvest i gat i on wer e per for med at a Ma ch 
number of 1 . 99 ) at a Reynol ds number of 6 . 0 million ) based on t he body 
l ength ) and through an angl e - of -attack r ange of approxi mat ely _6° to 28° . 
Lift ) drag , and pitchi ng-moment measurements wer e made thr ough thi s r ange 
fo r each of t he confi gur ations and r oll angl es listed i n t ab l e rr( a ) wi th 
the horizont a l wing f i xed at zero i ncidence . Thes e measurements were 
also obtai ned at zero r oll angl e f or the body-wi ng and body-wing- tail 
combinati ons for which the wi ng defl ecti on was set at angles of 5° ) 8° ) 
12° ) and 16° . 
The resul ts of these measurements i n t erms of both basic (CL, Cm, 
and CD) and derived (x/I ) 6CD/CL2 ) and L/D) quantit i es a r e presented i n 
figures 4 to 16 for t he compl ete mode l and i ts c omponents . The cor r e -
spondi ng resul ts cal cul ated by the theoret i cal methods des cribed in the 
Appendi x are also s hown on a number of these f i gures for pur poses of 
direct comparison . For the compl ete configurati on (f i g . 4), two ca lcu -
lated p i tching-moment curves are pr esented for each case ) one extending 
over the lower angl e - of - attack range (0° to 160 ) and based upon the 
linear- t beory wing spanwi se l oad distribut i on ) and the other one extendi ng 
over the upper angle - of- attack range (12° to 28°) and based upon a tri -
angular spamTise load distr i buti on . Both the exper i mental and ca l culated 
resul ts are summar i zed for two extreme angl es of att ack (00 and 260 ) i n 
table II . 
The precis ion of tbe final resul ts calcul ated f r om these measurements 
has been estimated from the square root of the sum of the squar es of the 
uncerta inty in each of the measured quantities . The fol l owi ng table l i sts 
the estimated error i n the r esul ts , expressed i n aerodynamic - coeffici ent 
form ) and in the independent variables : 
Est i mated error 
Quanti ty 
a- = 0° a- = 25° 
CL ±Q . 05 ±0 . 10 
Cm ±. 002 ± . 006 
CD ± . Ol ±. 04 
M ±0 . 02 
a- ± . 100 
cp ± . 200 
D ±. 10 
Vapor - screen photographs were taken of the f l ow a t the tail- pl ane 
l ocat i on for the body-wing combination at vari ous angl es of attack ) 
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angles of roll, and wing deflections . Figure 17 presents photographs 
a t a large angle of attack for three roll angles, and figure 18 shows 
photographs of the flow with the wing deflected. 
DISCUSSION 
The results for the complete configuration (body-wing- tail combi -
nation) will be dis cussed first . I n this discussion, the significant 
effects of the independent variables (angl e of attack, angle of roll, 
and wing defle ction ) on the l ongitudinal characteristics will be con -
sidered, and the experimental results will be compared with the values 
computed by the theoretical methods described i n the Appendix . The 
results for the configuration components (body, wi ng) and tail) and the 
body- wing and body- tail comb i nations will then be discussed in order to 
isolate the principal factors contri buting to these characteristics of 
the complete combination and to determine the effect of t he independent 
variables on body-wing, body-tail, and wing- tail interfer ence . 
Body-Wing- Tail Combinat ion 
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Effect of roll angl e .- The influence of increasing the roll angle 
from 00 (one pair of wi ngs horizontal) on the longitudinal characteristics 
is shown in figure 4 and summari zed i n tab l e II(a) . I t is observed that 
the lift and drag coeff icients and t hus the lift - drag ratio and drag-rise 
factor 6CD/CL2 are essentially independent of both t he roll angle and 
rotationab orientation of the tail surfaces relative to the wing surfaces. 
It is noteworthy that the drag- r ise factor increases only s lightly through 
the angle - of- attack range. The variation of pitching-moment coeffic ient 
em and center-of -pressure position x with angle of attack ~ are 
influenced significantl y by both the roll angl e and wing- tail orientation. 
At angles of attack above about 100 a change i n the roll angle f r om 00 
to 450 reduces the static stability in a similar manner for both wing-
tail positions . At angles of attack near the maximum tested , this reduc-
tion corresponds to a forward shift i n the center of pressure of about 
4 percent of the body length (28 percent of the wing mean aerodynamic 
chord) for a change i n roll angle of 450 , as shown in figure 4(a) and 
table II . . 
The inflUence of roll on t he pitching-moment characteri stics is 
believed t o be caused primarily by the change in loading on the after-
body (portion of body between the wi ng and tail), due to the wing down-
wa sh field as the model roll angle is varied . The resul ts of reference 10 
have shown that this effect of roll on a wing-body combinat i on is com-
pletely eliminated by the removal of t he aft erbody . 
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The calculated lift curves (fig . 4(a)) are in cl ose agreement with ' 
the experimental curves for all roll angl es and both tai l positions for 
angles of attack up to about 180 • Above this angle the lift is over-
estimated but by less than 10 percent . This small difference is believed 
to be due primaril y to the theoretical assumption of a constant crossfl ow 
drag coefficient along the unwinged portions of the body j whereas the 
experimental results of references 5, 6, and 12 have shown that the cross -
flow drag coefficient varies along the length of a body in a manner 
similar to that for a body starting impulsively from rest . From the 
experimental results of reference 12, the ratio of the actual crossflow 
drag coefficient to the assumed (steady- state) value woul d be expe~ted 
to vary along the body in a manner similar to the distribution shown in 
sketch (a) . The distribution along the afterbody, however, has not been 
1.0 r---------------------------------, 
.5 
00 .2 ~ .6 .8 1.0 
L Nose ----.~l.-wing ~AfterbOdY --1 Toil ~ 
Sketch (a) 
established quantitatively and is based primarily on conjecture . Thus, 
it was. not considered justified to i ncorporate in the present calculations 
the variations shown in sketch (a) . The crossflow drag coefficient along 
those portions of the body occupied by the wing and tail is assumed to be 
zero) since the normal force on the wing-body and tail- body comb inations 
is accounted for by another method) as described in the Appendix . 
In order to show the effects of some of the flow components and 
theoretical assumptions on the calculated lift and moment characteristics, 
figure 5 has been prepared . The curves designated "total" refer to the 
complete body-wing-tail combination and, unless otherwise specified, 
include the trigonometric factor sin ~ cos ~ in the calcul ation of the 
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lift -of the wing and tail surfaces (see Appendix). The first of these 
curves (total, yv/s = 0.60) was used in figure 4(a) for angles of attack 
from 120 to 280 and the second (total, yv/s = 0 . 74) was used for angles 
from 00 to 160 • 
Calculations have shown that the variation in the crossflow drag 
coefficient of sketch (a) is of the right order of magnitude to account 
for the di~ference between the experimental and calculated total lift 
previously discussed. Figure 5 shows that for the complete configuration, 
the use of the trigonometric factor reduced the difference between the 
experimental and calculated lift results at large angles of attack. It 
is also noted from figure 5 that the influence of the assumed vortex 
position yv/s, which is determined by the wing spanwise load distribu-
tion, on the lift is negligible since this effect would be expected to 
be confined largely to the lift of the tail surfaces and thus contribute 
little to the total lift. 
A comparison of the pitching-moment characteristics of figure 4 
shows that at zero roll angle, the pitching moments are underestimated 
by the theoretical method throughout the angle-of-attack range for both 
wing-tail orientations. It is apparent that the predicted pitching 
moments would be more negative if the distribution of crossflow drag 
coefficient shown in sketch (a) were used instead of a constant value. 
Figure 5 shows that the contribution of the two portions of the body to 
the pitching moments is large. Supplementary calculations have shown 
that the variation in the crossflow drag coefficient of sketch (a) is of 
the proper magnitude to account for the discrepancies betweeil the exper-
imental and calculated moment results. Figure 5 also indicates that the 
trigonometric factor has only a small effect on the moments and that the 
lateral vortex spacing Yv/s affects the contribution of wing-tail inter-
ference to the pitching moments primarily at small angles of attack, as 
would be expected. 
Wing-control characteristics.- The effects of wing deflection on the 
longitudinal characteristics of the body-wing-tail combination are shown 
in figures 6 and 7 and are summarized in table II(b). It is observed 
that, as in the case of the rolled model (fig. 4), the lift and drag 
characteristics are little affected by the wing-tail orientation (inline 
or interdigitated), whereas the moment characteristics are altered some-
what by a change in tail position. Figures 6(a) and 7 show that the rate 
of change in lift coefficient with either angle of attack or wing deflec-
tion diminishes as either of these variables increases. It is noted, for 
example, from table II(b) that the lift-effectiveness parameter 6CL/5 
at small wing deflections (5~00) decreases to less than half its initial 
value as the angle of attack is increased from 00 to 260; and, at a wing 
deflection of 160 , 6CL/5 is reduced to about one third its initial value 
by this increase in angle of attack. Reductions in the lift would be 
expected, particularly at large combined wing angles (~ + 0)) as previous 
experimental investigations (e.g., ref. 3) have shown that the lift of 
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wings at supersonic speeds reaches a maximum at angles near 450 . The 
curves of figures 6(a·) and 7 show that the pitching moment is only 
slightly affected by wing deflections at zero angle of attack j wher eas 
at positive angl es of attack sizable nonlinear effects of both angle of 
attack and positive wing deflection are evident for both wing- tail con-
ditions . It is also noted that t he intensity of the nonlinear variation 
with angle of attack (fig. 6 (a)) increases as t he wing deflection is 
increased . These pitching-moment characteristics are primarily due to 
wing- tail interference effects since they are not present when the tail 
surfaces are r emoved, as will be discussed later . These interference 
effects occur only when the angle of attack and wing deflection are of 
the same sign since it is for this case that the wing wake passes over 
the tail surfaces, the condition of maximum interference . The intensity 
of these effects increases with wing deflection because of the i ncreasing 
strength of the vorticity in the wake . 
The differences between the calculated and experimental lift results 
(figs . 6(a ) and 7) are believed to be caused primaril y by the theoretical 
assumption of a constant crossflow drag coefficient along the body , as 
pointed out in the precedi ng section . Calculated pitching- moment results 
are not presented in figures 6(a) and 7 because of the change in the span-
wise load distribution due to wing incidence which influences the wing-
tail interference but cannot be adequatel y predicted by existing methods . 
As pointed out in reference 1, the loadi ng near t he juncture of l arge -
aspect- ratio wings is l ess than the maximum loading. This apparently 
has a large effect on the pitching moments but only a secondary effect 
on the lift . 
Body 
The results for the isolated body are presented in figure 8 and 
summarized in table II(a) . It is noted that the lift increases with 
angle of attack in a manner characteristic of a body of revolution having 
both potential and Viscous - separation crossflow and that the calculated 
results accounting for both of these components of t he flow are in close 
agreement with the experimental results . The pitching moments, on t he 
other hand, are closely predicted only at angles of attack near zero, 
being increasingly overpredicted at larger angles. These comparisons 
between the calculated and experimental lift and moment results are in 
accord with similar comparisons of reference 5 . 
The drag results of figure 8 (b ) show a rapid decrease in the drag-
rise factor at small angles of attack to an asymptotic value at large 
angles . It is noteworthy that the maximum lift - drag ratio occurs at 
large angles of attack and that the lift -drag ratio at an angle of attack 
of 260 is virtually unchanged by the addition of wing or tail surfaces 
(table II(a)) . 
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Wi ng and Tail 
The results for the wing and for the tail are presented i n figure 9 
and summarized in table II (a) . It i s observed that the lift-curve slope 
decreases with increasing angl e of attack, as would be expected from the 
fact that the maximum lift of supersonic wings occurs near 450 (ref. 3) , 
and the moment varies such that the center of pressure moves slightly 
rearward. It is noted that t he lift and moment resul ts as cal culated by 
the modified linear - theory method (see Appendix) are in close agreement 
with the experimental results . The small di fferences in center- of-
pressure location between the calcul ated (xiI = 0 for the wing) and 
experimental results at small angles of attack are probably due to wing-
profile (second-order) effects which were neglected in the theoretical 
method. It is noted that the center of pressure remains essentially con-
stant throughout the entire angle - of- attack range which might be expected 
from the fact that both linear theor y (appl icable to small angles of 
attack) and impact theory (applicable to angles approaching 900 ) predict 
that the center of pressure of a triangular wing is located at the cen-
troid of area. 
The drag characteristics (fig 9 (b)) show that the drag- rise factor 
DCD/cL2 increases with angle of attack , especiall y at the larger angles, 
resulting in an increase of nearly 50 percent over the angle-of -attack 
range of 00 to 300 • This increase results from the decrease in lift-
curve slope with increasing angle of attack . If it is assumed that the 
resultant-force vector acts normal to the wing, it can be shown that the 
drag-rise factor is inversely proportional to the factor COS2~ which 
accounts quantitatively for the experimental increase with angle of 
attack. It is noteworthy that this increase in 6cD/cL2 with angle of 
attack for the wing is in contrast to the decrease for the body 
(fig. 8(b)) as previously discussed . 
Body-Wing and Body- Tai l Combinations 
Effect of roll angl e .- The infl uence of roll position on the longi -
tudinal characteristics of the body-wing and body- tail combinations is 
shown in figures 10 and 11, respectively, and in table II(a). It is 
observed that, as is the case for the body-wing- tail combination (fig. 4), 
discussed previously, the lift and drag characteristics of both the body-
wing and body- tail combinations are independent of the roll angl e j 
whereas, at angles of attack greater than about 100 , the rol l angle has 
a pronounced influence on the pitchi ng-moment characteristics of the 
body-wing combination. A similar effect of roll on pitching moment at 
large angles of attack is also shown by unpublished data for a cruciform-
wing and body combination. The results for the cruci form wing alone, 
however, showed no such effect, indicating that the source of this rol l 
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effect lies in the interference fields between the wing and body . These 
data and the results of reference 10 have shown conclusively that the 
effect of roll on pitching moment is due to the change in loading on the 
afterbody . It is noteworthy that the center-of-pressure shift due to 
roll for the body-wing combination is in the same direction and is of the 
same order of magnitude as that previously discussed for the body-wing-
tail combination. The center-of-pressure travel due to angle of attack 
is noted to be the least for a roll angle of 450 in contrast to the 
corresponding center-of-pressure travel for the body-wing-tail combination 
(fig. 4 (a )) which is t he greatest for this roll angle . 
Figure ll(a) shows that in contrast to the characteristics of the 
body-wing combination, the pitching moment and center-of-pressure position 
for the body- tail combination are independent of roll angle throughout 
the angle - of- attack range . The difference between these two combinations 
in this respect follows from the fact that the body- tail combination 
essentially has no afterbody, and thus the source of the effect of roll 
on the pitching moments is not present . 
The lift curves of both combinations (figs . 10(a) and ll(a)) calcu-
lated by the modified linear theory described in the Appendix are in 
close agreement with the experi mental curves for all roll angles at 
angles of attack up to about ISO, above which the results are overesti -
mated but by l ess than 10 percent . This comparison is in agreement with 
that for the body-wing- tail combination, indicating that the source of 
the difference between the calculated and experimental results lies in 
the assumption of a constant crossflow drag coefficient along the body, 
as discussed for the body-wing- tail combination . The calculated and 
experimental r esults for pitching moment , and thus for center - of-pressure 
position, for the body-wing combination (fig. 10(a)) are in close agree-
ment at angl es of attack up to about 120 above which significant differ-
ences are present, particularly at a roll angle of 00 • Figure ll(a) 
shows that the experimental and calculated pitching-moment results for 
the body- tail combination are in close agreement throughout the angle -
of-attack range . 
The drag results of figures 10(b) and ll(b) show that the drag- rise 
factor hCD/CL2 of the body-wing combination increases with angle of 
attack but by a much smaller percentage than that for the isolated wing 
(fig . 9(b) ), indicating the influence of the body. The drag- rise factor 
for the body- tail combination, however, is noted to decrease with angle 
of attack, reflecting the predominant influence of the body (see fig . S (b)). 
The maximum lift-drag ratio for the body-wing combination is considerably 
greater than t hat for the body- tail combination (see table II(a)), as 
would be expected, but at angles of attack near the maximum tested, the 
lift - drag ratios of both combinations are essentiall y the same as that 
for the isolated body . -
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Wing-control characteristics .- The effects of wing deflection on 
the longitudinal characteristics of the body-wing combination are shown 
in figures 12 and 13 and summarized in table II(b) . These effects on 
the lift characteristics are very similar t o those for the boqy-wing-
tail combination (figs . 6 (a) and 7) wherein the rate of change in lift 
coefficient with either angle of attack or wing deflection diminishes as 
either of these variables increases . The pitching-moment curves 
(figs. 12(a) and 1 3) show only a relatively small influence of wing deflec-
tion) indicating that the center of pressure of the additional loading 
due to wing deflection is close to the moment reference point (midlength 
point of body) and that this loading location remains nearly constant 
throughout the angle - of -attack range . 
A comparison of t he calculated and experimental lift results of 
figures 12(a) and 13 shows close agreement at small angles of attack and 
wing deflections) but at moderate and large angles the estimates are high. 
At the largest angles of attack) however) the incremental lift due to wing 
deflection (fig. 13 ) is closely predicted . These differences between the 
calculated and experimental lift results are similar to those discussed 
previously for the body-wing- tail combination . The calculated and exper-
imental pitching-moment results (figs . 12(a) and 13) are in reasonably 
close agreement throughout the wing-deflection range for angles of attack 
up to about 140 ) above which the moments are overestimated . These differ-
ences at large angles are believed to be due primarily to the simplifying 
assumption used in calculating t he l oad distribution on the body due to 
viscous crossflow . 
Body-Wing-Tail Interference 
Body-wing and body- tail interference .- The contribution of the inter-
actions between the pressure fields of the wing or tail surfaces and the 
body to the total aerodynamic forces experienced by a body-wing or body-
tail combination can be determined from the forces on the isolated com-
ponents and on the combination . Figures 14 and 15 present the variation 
of lift and center- of-pressure interference parameters with angle of 
attack for the body-wing and body- tail combinations) respectively . The 
lift-interference parameter represents the percent increase in lift of 
the combination over the sum of the lifts of the isolated body- and 
exposed wing or tail panels joined together) and t he center -of-pressure 
interference factor represents the rearward shift in center of pressure 
caused by combining the body and wing or tail . It is observed that a 
large favorable effect of interference on the lift of t he body-wing or 
body- tail combination is present at small angles of attack) which is in 
agreement with the results of reference 13, but that as the angle of 
attack is increased) this interference effect approaches or reaches zero. 
Similarly) it is noted that the difference in center- of-pressure position 
due to interference at small angles of attack is reduced to nearly zero 
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as the angle of attack i s increased to larger values . It thus appears 
that at l arge angles of· attack, the l i ft or center- of- pressure l ocat i on 
of a wing- body or tail-body combination may be estimated fai r l y well if 
the components are assumed to act· separately. A comparison of the exper-
imental interference resul ts with those calcul ated by the methods of the 
present investigation shows that the trend of these interference factors 
with angle of attack is corr ectly pr edicted, and thus it appears that 
these methods provide a useful means of estimati ng the lift and moment 
interference characteri sti cs of a wi ng- or tail-body combi nation at large 
angles of attack . 
On the basis of an examination and comparison of t h e variati on of 
lift wi th angl e of attack for the combinations and isolated components, 
it is believed that the reducti on in t he favorable l ift interference 
between the wing or tai l and body wi th increas i ng angle of attack 
(figs . 14 and 15) is caused primari l y by two effects : (1) a decrease in 
the favorable interference effect of the body on the exposed wing or tail 
and (2) the elimination or reduction of the viscous cross force on portions 
of the body due to addition of the wing or tail surfaces . The first effect 
arises from the fact t hat t he wing in the presence of the body is oper -
ating at a larger effective angle of attack (due to the forebody upwash 
field) than is the isolated wing at t he same geometric angl e of attack, 
and that the l ift effectiveness CL/~ of the wing or tail (fig . 9 (a)) 
decreases with angle of attack . Therefore, t he ratio of the l ift - curve 
slope of the wing or tail in the presence of t he body to that of the 
isolated wing or tail decreases with increasing angle of attack . The 
second effect consists of the eliminat ion of the viscous cross force on 
the portions of the body to which the wing or tail surfaces are added 
and also the reduction in the cross foy ce on t he afterbody due to the 
wing downwash field . This effe ct causes a decrease in the lift inter -
ference with increasing angle of attack because of the fact that the 
viscous cross force is approximately proportional to the s~uare of the 
angle of attack) whereas the cross force of the winged portion of the 
b ody is directly proportional to the angle . It is estimated t hat the 
lif t - interferenc e characteristics of the body-wing comb i nat ion (fig . 14) 
are caused by both of these effects ; whereas those of the body-tail com-
bination (fig . 15) are caused primarily by the first effect , as the 
influence of the body upwash field on the tail surfaces is large and the 
crossflow blanketed area is small . The reduction in the difference 
between the center of pressure of the body and wing or body and tail in 
combination and that of t he components acting separately as the angle of 
attack is increased (figs . 14 and 15) is also the result of these two 
effects just discussed . It is estimated t hat t he second effect predomi -
nates for the body-wi ng combination, as the wi ng center of pressure is 
assumed to be unaffected by t he forebody upwash field in the calculated 
results . For the body- tail combination) both effects are important . 
Wing- tail interference . - An estimation of t he contribution of the 
interference between t he wing i nduced f l ow and the tail surfaces i n the 
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presence of an intervening body to the total aerodynamic forces and 
moments of a body-wing- tail combination can be obtained from the pitching-
moment characteristics of the body alone and in various combinat ions with 
the wings and tail surfaces . Such a wing- tail interference factor is 
presented in figure 16 for both wing- tail orientations as a function of 
angle of attack. This factor) which is the ratio of the contribution of 
the tail surfaces to the pitching moment with the wings present to the 
contribution with the wings removed) represents primarily the effective-
downwash parameter 1 - &) where E is an average downwash angle of the 
flow at the tail surfaces due to the wing . A value of zero for the inter-
ference factor corresponds to a complete cancellation of the tail load by 
the wing wake (E = ~) and a value of one corresponds to no wing-tail inter-
ference ( E = 0). The variations shown in figure 16 can be explained on 
a qualitative basis by a consideration of the distance of the wing 
trailing vortex wake normal to the tail surfaces. From vapor-screen 
photographs similar to t hose presented in figure 17) the measurements of 
these distances have been made) and i t was found that the vortex wake from 
each wing trails downstream in approximately a horizontal streamwise plane. 
It is expected that the-downwash at the tail and thus the wing-tail inter-
ference would be large at angles of attack where the wing wake is close 
to the tail surfaces and smaller at angles where the wake is farther away . 
Thus) for the inline configuration the interference is large at small 
angles of attack since the trailing vortex wake from each wing panel is 
close to the corresponding tail surface for any angle of roll. For a roll 
angle of 0° the interference decreases with increasing angle of attack as 
the wing wake becomes progressively farther away from the tail surfaces . 
For a roll angle of 45°) it is noted that the interference decreases as 
the angle is increased to about 160 ) above which the interference 
increases. This latter effect is due to the influence of the vortex wake 
from the lower wing panels on the lift of the upper tail panels. With 
the wing and tail interdigitated) an increase in t he wing- tail interfer-
ence is noted in the angle - of- attack range of about 60 to 160 ) especially 
for the rolled case . This effect is caused by the passage of the vortex 
wake from one pair of wing panels over one pair of tail surfaces in this 
region for both roll angles. 
Figure 16 shows that the trend in the Wing- tail interference factor 
with angle of attack is approximately predicted by the calculated results 
but that the magnitude of this factor is underestimated in most cases) 
particularly for the unrolled configuration . These differences are 
caused by the approximations and simplifying assumptions in the theoret-
ical method which have been previously discussed in relation to the 
characteristics of the body-wing- tail combination . 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics (lift, pitching moment, 
and drag) of a missil e configuration having a cruciform triangular wing 
and tail of aspect ratio 4 were investigated experimentally at a Mach 
number of 1 .99 over a wide angle-of-attack range to determine the effects 
of roll angle, wing- tail interdigitation, wi ng defl ection , and interfer -
ence among the components . The experimental results for the components 
and combinations were compared with val ues calculated from available 
theoretical methods modified to account for high angle - of-attack effects. 
On the basis of this investigation, the foll owing principal conclusions 
have been drawn: 
1. The lift and drag characteristics of the configuration and its 
components were independent of roll angle and of wing- tail orientation, 
and the lift characteristics over the angle - of- attack range were satis -
factorily predicted by a modified linear theory . 
2. At large angles of attack (above 100 ), an angl e of roll caused 
a forward shift in the center of pressure which was of the same magnitude 
for the body-wing and body-wing- tail combinations . This effect, which is 
believed to be caused by the influence of the wing downwash field on the 
afterbody loading, cannot be treated adequately by existing theory, and 
further research is needed before the pitching-moment characteristics can 
be predicted at high angles of attack . 
3. The favorable lift-interference effect and the rearward shift in 
center of pressure due to combining the body with either the exposed wing 
or tail surfaces were reduced to essentially zero at zero roll as the 
angle of attack was increased from zero to large values . Thus) at large 
angles of attack , the lift of a combination is equal to the sum of the 
lif ts on its components and the center of pressure is l ocated at the 
position for the components acting separately. 
4. The effect of wing- tail interference, which influenced primarily 
the pitching-moment characteristics, is dependent on the distance between 
the wing trailing vortex wake and the tail surfaces and thus was a function 
of angle of attack, angle of roll, and wing- tail interdigitation. Although 
the inline configuration at zero roll exhibited the least center - of-
pressure travel, the interdigitated configuration had the l east change in 
wing- tail interference over the angle - of- attack range . 
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5. The lift effectiveness of the variable - incidence wing 6CL/6 
was reduced by more than 70 percent due to an increase in the combined 
angle of attack and wing incidence from 00 to 400 . Wing- tail interfer -
ence was essentially independent of wing incidence apparently as a result 
of low loading on the wing near the body . 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif . ) Aug . 27, 1954 
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APPENDIX 
THEORETICAL METHODS 
The application and extension of existing theories used to predict 
the experimental lift and moment r esults for the configuration and its 
components) the assumptions and limitat ions of these methods) and t he 
need for further theoretical development are described in the following 
paragraphs . The methods used for the isolated components are considered 
first) as they serve as a basis for those used for the combinations . 
Body 
The method used for predicting the lift and moment characteristics 
of the isolated body follows that developed i n reference 4 wherein the 
local cross force was considered to be composed of the sum of the force 
due to potential crossflow and that due to viscous crossflow . The 
potential cross force was calculated by means of linear theory (ref . 14) 
instead of slender-body theory) as used in reference 4) because the nose 
portion of the body was not slender . The viscous cross force was calcu-
lated from the relationship given in reference 4 in which t he crossflow 
drag coefficient is assumed to be constant along the length of the body 
for a given angle of attack . In references 5 ) 6) and 12 this assumption 
is shown to be inaccurate) as it is demonstrated that the development of 
crossflow along a body is similar to that for a circular cylinder impul-
sively started from r est . As a r esult of assuming a constant drag along 
the body) the predicted center- of- pressure location was found to be for -
ward of the experimental location . However) no analytical method has been 
firmly established for predicting the variation in crossflow drag coeffi -
cient along a body) and thus a constant value was used in the present 
calculations . The variation in this drag coefficient (based on the normal 
component of the dynamic pressure and on the body diameter) with angle of 
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attack) which is due to crossflow Mach number effects ) used in the 
present calculations was obtained from experimental measurements for 
bodi es and two -dimensional cylinders and is presented in sketch (b). 
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Sketch (b) 
Wing and Tail 
16 20 24 28 
The variations of lift and moment of the wi ng and tail wi th angle 
of attack were calculated from the results of linearized wi ng theory 
modified as follows so as to be consistent with certain high angle - of-
attack characteristics . The lineari zed supersonic wing theory) which is 
based on assumptions satisfied only at small angles of attack ) gives the 
r esult that the lift coefficient of a thin wing is direct l y proportional 
to the angl e of attack; t hat is) 
(Al) 
where C~ is a function of only the plan form and the Mach number . 
This result has been used extensively in the successful prediction of the 
l ift of wi ngs at small and moderate angles of attackj at larger angl es 
the lift is overestimated . The experi mental results of reference 3 show 
that the lift coefficient reaches a maximum value at angles of attack 
near 450 ) and i t is obvious that the lift would decline to zero as the 
angle is further increased to 900 • Thus it appears that a rel ationshi p 
satisfying these characteristics at hi gh angles of attack a nd al so 
equation (Al ) at smal l angles might prove useful in predicting t he lift 
of wings up to angles of attack beyond the linear r ange . Such a r elation-
ship i s obtai ned by a simpl e t rigonometr ic modification of equation (Al) to 
CL = C~ sin ~ cos ~ (A2) 
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For the wing and tail of the present investigation, 
4 CT_ = ~ = 2 . 33 per radian 
-'-'Cl. ~M--l 
(ref . 15), and thus the lift coefficient of the wing and tail based on 
its plan- form area is given by the expression 
CL = 2 . 33 sin ~ cos ~ (A3 ) 
The center of pressure is located at the centroid of area at small 
angles of attack, according to linear theory and also at an angle of 
attack of 900 , according to impact theory. Thus , it is assumed that the 
center of pressure remains at this l ocation throughout the angle- of- attack 
range. The resulting expression for the pitching-moment coefficient then 
is given by the expression 
Cm = - 2 . 33 ~ sin ~ 
since the pitching moment is equal to the product of the center- of-
pressure position X and the norma~ force . 
Body-Wing and Body- Tail Combinations 
(A4) 
The lift and pitching moments on the body-wing and body- tail com-
binations were taken as the algebraic sum of those on the forebody, on 
the wing and winged portion of the body, and on the afterbody (behind 
the wing) . The lift and moment on the forebody were calculated by the 
method described previously for the isolated body . The characteristics 
for the winged portion of the body were computed essentially by the 
results developed in reference 13 and extended to variable wing incidence 
in references 16 and 17 . These results were modified to include the high 
angle - of-attack relationships for the wing and tail surfaces described 
previously . The resulting relationships for the lift and moment on the 
winged portion of the body are 
k l ~ + k2 5 ~ + 5 CLaw sin(~ + 5)cos(~ + 5) (A5) 
(A6) 
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where 
kl = Kw( B) + KB(W) 
k2 kW( B) + kB (W) 
1M 
- 1W(B) 1M - 1B(W) 
k G = Kw (B) + KB(W) 1R 1R 
2M - 1W(B) 1M - &B(W) 
k4 = kW (B) + kB(W) &R &R 
and the K and k f actors a re the i nt e r fer ence f a ctors due to angl e of 
attack ~ and wing defle ction 0) r e spect i vel y ) and t he 1 quantities 
are the longit udinal distances u sed in r e£erence 1 . 
The lift and moment char a cteri stics contr ibuted by the afterbody of 
the body- wing combi nati on wer e ca l cul a t ed f rom the l oading due to the net 
crossflow as i nfluenced by the wi ng downwash fie l d . This l oading on the 
afterbody i s gi ven by the expres s ion 
2 A ( ) 2r ( 2 dx ~ - € + S cdc ~ - €) 
where the fi r st term r epr esents the potenti a l cross force according to 
slender-body theor y and t he s econd term r epresents the viscous cross 
force accor di ng to r ef er ence 4 and wher e € i s t he downwash angl e at the 
locat i on of the body axis) r i s the body r adius ) and Cdc is the cross -
f l ow drag c oeffici ent . The trailing vortex wake f r om each wing panel was 
repl a ced by a singl e line vortex trail ing streamwise from which the down-
wash angle was determi ned . The crossfl ow dr ag coefficient was taken from 
the curve shown in sketch (b) (p . 19) as a function of the effective 
angle of attack ~ - € i nstead of the body angl e of attack ~ . 
Body-Wing- Tail Combination 
The l ift and moment char a cteri s t ics of the compl ete confi guration 
were calculated in the same manner as those for the combi nations just 
described) with the addi tion of the effects of wi ng- tai l i nterference . 
The method used in determi ni ng t hese i nterfer ence effects foll ows that 
pr esented in reference 1 wher ei n the t r ailing vortex wake from each wing 
panel is repl aced by a s i ngl e l ine vortex trailing streamwise and the 
resulting infl uence on the lift of each tail sur face is evaluated . For 
the lower angl e - of-attack range (00 to 160 )) these vor tices were assumed 
to originate at the spanwise l ocation given by l inear wing theory and ) 
.o~ $0 
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for the hi gher range (120 to 280 )) the vortices were assumed to origi nate 
at the midspan position of t he exposed-wing- panel trailing edge . Actually) 
of course, a gradual change from the l ow angle - of-attack lateral vortex 
positi on to the high angl e position would be expected to take place , but 
no method is availabl e fo r t he prediction of t his change wi th angle of 
attack . Certain adaptati ons and assumptions were re~uired, however) in 
applying the method to wing and tail roll angles of other than 00 . It 
was assumed that for the mode l at a roll angle of 450 the line vortices 
from all four wing surfaces were of e~ual strength , a result predicted 
by linear theory for cruciform wings . 
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TABLE 1 .- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL 
Body 
Fineness ratio • • . . 
Frontal area) sq in . 
Transverse (plan- form) area) sq in . 
Volume) cu in. 
Exposed wing panels 
Plan-form area (per pair)) sq in . 
Mean aerodynamic chord) in . 
A&pect ratio . • • • . • . . • • 
Maximum thickness .•••••. 
Position of maximum thickness 
Exposed tail panels 
Plan-form area (per pair)) sq 
Mean aerodynamic chord) in . 
Aspect ratio . • • • • . • • 
Maximum thickness • ••.. 
Position of maximum thickness 
in . 
• • • • 
• • 
· 
. ., 
• • 
• •• • 
• • 
• 
.. 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
25 
9·33 
0·995 
10.47 
B.B3 
5.06 
1.50 
4 
o.oBc 
0·5c 
1.56 
0. B33 
4 
o.oBc 
0·5c 
26 
•• 
• • 
• '" 
· 
• 
•• 
Config-
uration 
(1) 
B 
WH 
TH 
BT 
BW 
BWT+ 
BW'F 
••• • 
• • 
•• 
· • • 
••• • 
••• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CL 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
•• 
TABLE II. - SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
(a ) Characteristics wit h f i xed control s , 5 = 0° 
em x L 
cp, a;- a;- T Ii 
deg CJ, ~00 CJ, = 26° CJ, ~Oo CL = 26° CL ~ Oo CL = 26° Maximum per deg per deg per deg per deg CL = "'opt 
0 0 . 046 0 . 137 0 . 0150 0 . 0CY23 - 0 . 33 - 0 . 018 2 . 55 1( . 043 ) ( . 145 ) ( . 0155) ( . 0084) ( -. 36) ( -. 054) - - -
0 .221 . 173 . 0015 . 0006 -. 007 -. 004 5 · 50 ( .208) ( . 180) (0) (0) (0) (0) - - -
0 . 0683 . 0538 -.0306 - . CY272 . 447 . 450 5 . 50 ( . 0640) ( . 0560) ( -. CY288) ( -. CY279 ) ( . 451) ( . 451) - - -
0 . 135 . 189 -. CY273 -. CY223 .2CY2 . 104 2 . 90 ( . 131) ( .205 ) ( -. CY239 ) ( -. CY220) ( . 183 ) ( . 097 ) - - -
22 . 5 . 135 . 189 -. CY273 -. CY234 . 2CY2 .109 2 . 90 ( . 131) ( .205) ( -. CY239 ) ( -. CY220 ) ( .183 ) ( . 097 ) - - -
45 . 135 . 189 -. CY273 -. CY236 . 2CY2 . 110 2 . 90 ( . 131) ( .205) ( -. CY239 ) ( -. CY220 ) ( . 183 ) ( . 097) - - -
0 . 347 . 326 . 0104 . 0047 -. CY298 -. 003 3 · 51 ( . 334) ( . 348) ( . 0110) ( . 0104) ( - . 0329) ( -. CY26) - - -
22 . 5 . 347 . 326 . 0104 . 0011 -. CY298 -. 012 3· 51 ( . 334) ( . 347) ( . 0110) ( . 0107 ) ( - . 0329) ( -. CY26 ) - - -
45 . 347 . 326 . 0104 . 0110 - · CY298 -. 030 3·51 ( . 334) ( . 346) ( . 0110) ( . 0110) ( -. 0329) ( -. 027 ) - - -
0 . 413 . 367 -. CY205 -. CY235 . 0497 . 056 3· 51 ( . 382 ) ( . 396) ( - . 0103 ) ( -. 0148) ( . CY269 ) ( . 034) - - -
22 . 5 . 415 . 365 - . 0187 - . 0178 . 0450 . 041 3 · 51 
45 . 417 . 358 - . 0180 -. 0078 . 0432 . CY20 3 · 51 ( . 394) (. 398) ( -. 0155) ( -. 0115) ( . 0395) ( . CY26) 
- - -
0 . 425 . 361 - . CY280 - . CY221 . 0659 . 054 3. 54 ( . 394) (.390) ( -. 0155) ( - . 0110 ) ( . 0395) ( . CY26 ) - - -
22 . 5 . 430 . 358 - . CY270 -. 0136 . 0628 .034 3. 54 
45 . 437 · 350 - . CY260 -. 0060 . 0595 . 015 3 . 54 ( • 4CY2 ) ( . 388) ( -. 0194) ( -. 0119 ) ( . 0482 ) ( . CY28 ) 
- - -
(b) Contr ol characteristics, cp = 00 
LlCL LlCm 
T T 
NAeA RM A54H27 
"'opt , 
CL = 26° 
deg 
1.82 14. 3 
- - - - - -
1.95 5 .2 
- - - - - -
1. 95 5 ·2 
- - - - - -
1.82 10 . 4 
- - - - - -
1. 82 10 . 4 
- - - - - -
1.82 10. 4 
- - - - - -
1.83 7 . 6 
- - - - - -
1.83 7 . 6 
- - - - - -
1. 83 7 . 6 
- - - - - -
1.80 7 .6 
- - - - - -
1.80 7 . 6 
1. 80 7 . 6 
- - - - - -
1.81 7 . 6 
- - - - - -
1.81 7 . 6 
1.81 7.6 
- - - - -
Config- 5 ~ 00 5 = 16° 5 ~ 00 5 = 16° 
uration CL = 0° CL = 26° CL = 0° CL = 26° CL = 0° CL = 26° CL = 0° CL = 26° (1) per deg per deg per deg per deg per deg per deg per deg per deg 
WH 0 .221 0 . 100 0 . 198 - - - 0 . 0015 0 0 . 0005 - - -( .208) ( .128) ( .197 ) (0 .075) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
BW .218 . 092 .195 . 059 -. 0043 0 -. 0030 0 ( .238) ( . 059) ( . 223) ( . 043 ) ( -. 0CY26) ( . 0105) ( - . 0014) ( . 0066) 
BWT+ .200 . 095 . 184 .064 0 . 0015 0 :.O~~ ( .207) ( . 075) ( . 163) ( . 044) - - - - - - - - -
Bwr .200 .095 .190 .058 -. 0030 .0010 -. 0CY28 . 0CY25 ( .216) ( . 070) ( . 199) ( . 044) - - - - - - - - - - - -
1Configuration designations : 
B Body 
WH Horizontal wing (exposed surfaces joined together) 
Ta Horizontal tail (exposed surfaces joined together) 
BT Body-tail combination 
BW Body-wing combination 
BWT+ Body-wing-tail combination with wing and tail in line 
BWTX Body-wing-tail combination with wing and tail interdigitated 
Note : The values presented within parentheses are calculated results corresponding 
to the experimental results 
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Figure 6.- Wing control char acteristics of the body-wing-tail combination; ~ = 0°. 
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Figure 7.- Wi ng control effecti veness of the body- wi ng- tail combination j 
cp = 0°. 
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(a) Lift and moment char acteristics . 
Figure 8 .- Longitudinal characteristics of the body. 
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(b) Drag characteristics . 
Figure 8 . - Concluded . 
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Figure 9.- Conc l uded . 
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Figure 10 . - Longitudinal characteristics of the body-wing combinationj 
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(b) Drag characteristics . 
Figure 10 .- Concluded 
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(a) Lift and moment char acteri stics . 
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Figure 11 .- Longi tudinal characteristics of t h e body -tail combination . 
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(b) Drag characteristics. 
Figure 11.- Concluded 
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Figure 12 .- Wing control characteristics of the body- wing combination; 
cp = 0° . 
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Figure 12. - Concluded . 
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Figure 13 .- Wing control effecti veness of t he body-wi ng combination j 
cp = 0° . 
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Fi gur e 14 .- Lift and moment i nter fe r ence characteri stics of the body-
,-ling comb i nati on ; 1) = 0° ) cp = 0° . 
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Figure 15.- Lift and moment interference characteristics of t he body-
tai l combination ; ~ ~ 0° . 
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Figure 16 . - Wing - tail i nterference c :~ ara;::teristics of the body- wing- tail combi nat i on ; 5 = 0° . 
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Figure 17.- Vapor- screen photogr aphs of the vortex wake at tail locati on of the body-wing 
combination j ~ = 27 .8°) 5 = 0° . 
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Figur e 18 . - Vapor - scr een photographs of the vortex wake at tail location of t he body-wing 
combination j 0 = 16 . 0°, ~ = 0° . 
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